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Brief outline of ProviderSource (PS).



Accessing PS—Login Information



Audit


PS Application Check list



Documents upload check list



How to upload documents



How to Attest to the application











ProviderSource online application was developed and patented by
Medversant.
Providers in the State of Washington must use PS for their
credentialing in June, 2018
Upon registration to OneHealthPort, a provider will receive a
subscriber ID# and password to access the system.
Administrators can assign the credentialing roles and can do
password resets.
Any provider issues in regards to logging into PS should be
referred to OneHealthPort to resolve.
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If this is the providers first time using PS, then it needs to be
completed in its entirety whether it is initial or re-credentialing
PS is a web based application and can be accessed 24/7 from any
PC with internet access (no tablets or smart phones)
Any changes made to the PS application requires re-attesting for
the changes to be viewed and downloaded.
Attestation can only be done by the provider. The
office/credentialing manager cannot attest.
If user is logged in as the Administrator/CM then they will not be
able to see the attestation tab listed on the left column in PS.

Practice Location has 9 tabs and most providers only complete
first tab
Browser compatibility: ProviderSource supports all
browsers, providers seem to have the most issues with
Safari/Chrome, if that’s the case, we recommend using Firefox



Tablets - At this time ProviderSource is not compatible with
phones and tablets
Document Upload - difference between Manage Documents and
Application Documents - Application are predictive based on
what was entered in the application . For auxiliary
documents, please use Manage Documents.



Data field with an Asterisk is a mandatory field





Signature - Credentialing Managers cannot attest. Provider
signatures cannot be scribble, it has to be somewhat readable

In reviewing provider applications, if you
accidentally change a field or delete something in
error all you need to do is access another screen
and you will get this pop up box.

Simply click on the Don’t Save button and it will
retain the original data.
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The column in gray
on left side of screen
are the sections
provider has to
complete you can
review each section
for errors

FOR FCH-If the
address listed here is
the same as practice
location then provider
will need to send in
home based
information

System always defaults to the name and home address screen









A valid record can only be entered in the Licensure section if the user
has input all the information for this section correctly, the system will
ask them to upload a copy of their License.
The Documents that are loaded in the Application Documents License
section, need to mirror the written information on the application
Always check the actual document to make sure it is “Not” expired,
or expiring soon.
For this section the provider only needs to edit this section and
update the expiration date. If you see duplicate entries and only the
dates are different, have the provider delete the second license and to
simply update the current one by updating the expiration date

When provider updates his record all he needs to do is edit the current record and update the expiration
date. If he adds a new record then the system will ask him to upload two license records.
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This is where
the provider
authorizes
release to the
health plans.

Note: Medversant
only handles apps
from Amerigroup,
First Choice
Health and Tivity
Health. All others
have to contact the
groups directly.

Here they list their
schooling and
training. This info
needs to be accurate
as this info is used to
verify degrees, dates
attended,
graduation dates
and the address
phone number to
contact school for
verifications.

Sovereign Immunity
document is mostly
for foreign
providers. The legal
protection that
prevents a sovereign
state or person from
being sued without
consent.

Common error in this
section has to do with
self-insured question.
Most providers are
NOT self-insured.
This means they have
a trust fund out of
their own pocket that
pays for any claims
filed.
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The professional liability section where yes is checked

This is what the screen
looks like when they
answer yes to the selfinsured question. Note
how it doesn’t ask for
Carrier name and location
or policy number

All our groups
require at least 5
years of work
history after
graduating. Some
have gap
requirements of 3
to 6 months that
require an
explanation

Please note last
question. Do
you have a
collaborating
Agreement? See
next slide if
they answer

yes.

This is where the provider will list
his collaborating Agreement
information.
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Employment gap
is listed here.
Most groups
require an
explanation of 3-6
months or more.

This is where they
list the office cred.
Manager. If
provider has a sole
practice then they
can list themselves
as the
Cred. Contact.
This is where all
ProviderSource
correspondence
will go to, such as
requesting an
updated
attestation.

Has your Office/ Credentialing Manager added
all your practice locations? Yes No
If they check yes to this question then the
system doesn’t allow them to enter the practice
information. It will apply the Practice Location
from Office Manager
See next screen example
when they check NO.
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In order to see the
application details
you have to click on
the Edit button

When they check NO
then the system will
drop down and give
them access to data
enter all their
information.

There are 9 tabs that need to be
completed Gen info is the first
one. The most common errors
are the primary location and the
last question which asks if they
have a group NPI.
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This is where provider
indicates who will
cover for them.

If provider answers yes to any
questions in Section A to D then an
explanation is required

Section D. If there is a YES answer in
this section then the provider has to
document his reply in the Prof.
Liability section. See the highlighted
instructions below at end of section D.

See next slide for example of where
they enter claim information or
check status on provider file.
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Provider may state that the policy they
have listed was not the one involved in
practice suit. We are not
concerned about the insurance carrier it
has no bearing on his application all we
want to know is information about the
occurrence of the claim. Basically
completing all the red asterisks tabs and
none of them ask for the name or policy
number of the insurance carrier

Note: If provider
answers YES to the
self-insured question
it will NOT appear
here as an error.
Providers are allowed
to be self-insured but
the system does NOT
ask for the selfinsured document to
be uploaded.

If there are any
errors on the
application the
notice will be listed
here. Provider just
needs to click on
the link and it takes
to the section that
has the error.

This section shows
what or where the
error is. Provider
just needs to click on
the link and it takes
them to the section
that has the error.
After any and all
corrections have
been made have
provider re-attest.
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In the Application Documents section, the user will need to load an actual copy of
an “Issued License” by the state that they are practicing in.
If they completed the insurance section correctly, then it will ask for copy of
insurance to upload
The documents must be in PDF, JPG format and cannot exceed 20mgs of data in
size.
If provider does not have a scanner, you can ask them to take a photo of the
document with cell phone and email the pic to their email address, access their
email and save the pic to their desktop.

This is the required
document section. If
provider completes
these two areas
correctly in the
provider source
application, the
system will instruct
them to upload these
two documents





The application documents are predictive
documents that accompany what was entered
into the application such as License and
Insurance Liability
Manage Documents is where you can upload
documents specific to a certain payer, such as
Work from Home documentation or
explanations that might be needed
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This is the “library”
of documents that
have been
uploaded. If you
need to see a copy
of what was
uploaded, simply
click on the
document name
and it will pop up
on separate screen.
Useful tool in case
we are requesting it
after its been
uploaded you can
verify if it is correct









Attestation-only the provider can attest to their application. If the office
manager/credentialing manager completed the application, they will not
have the ability to attest since they will not see the attestation tab.
Provider must login under their subscriber ID# /password and attest to
the application themselves.
Attestation is the providers electronic signature certifying that everything
listed in the application is true and accurate to the best of their
knowledge.
It also authorizes us to pull the application and authorizes the group to
receive the application from us
The attestation is done by using the mouse.
 Hold down the left button and begin drawing their name

Only the provider will
be able to see the
Attestation tab. If the
admin person is logged
in then this tab will
NOT appear.

Providers needs to scroll
to bottom and check off
the box “ I have reviewed
the authorization “ and
then click next.
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This is the screen that the provider has to sign
with the mouse they cannot use a finger pad
has to be done with the mouse. Once they
draw their signature they need to click on the I
ATTEST button and they will get the
Confirmation screen that it was successful and
that it will be reviewed for completeness. This
can take up to 3 to 5 mins to appear.

This is where provider actually draws
his signature

The remaining sections discuss issues with the application such as
system issues, browser problems and issues or concerns with
providers.
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Browser issues are mostly related to incompatibility and outdated browsers.
The solution is to use an open source browser such as Mozilla Firefox or make sure
that the current browser is updated with all the current patches, definitions and
updates provided by the maker.
The Safari browser that comes standard on Apple/Mac PC’s is compatible with PS.
Anyone using the Safari browser must complete their application by using Internet
Explorer ver. 8 or above or Mozilla Firefox which is highly recommended.
Browsers which suffer the most incompatibility issues are Safari and Google
Chrome. It is also wise to understand that you should use a browser that is
resident to the Operating System you are using.
It is imperative to clear your cache and cookies before working in ProviderSource.
In most browsers it is CNTL-SHIFT-DEL

Clearing Browsing History:

Internet Explorer

Hold down Ctrl, Shift and Press Delete key. This will
bring up a box with options to select all browsing
history available. Check all boxes and follow the
instructions suggested.
Safari

Click on Edit and choose Reset Safari. On the window
that shows up, select the items that you will like to
clear, and click on Reset. To verify that Safari was
cleared, you can check the History by clicking on the
History link on the left under the Collections Colum











Any time a change is made or documents are uploaded the provider must
re-attest for the changes to be finalized.
If provider has issues logging in to ProviderSource then they have to
contact OneHealthPort at 800-973-4797.
Credentialing managers must be registered with OneHealthPort they will
be given a subscriber ID# and password in order for them to access the
system and to process providers applications
CM’s cannot attest to a providers application. The provider must be
logged in under their own unique subscriber ID# /password
Office/Cred managers must nominate their providers to have access to
PS. A user name and activation code is provided to them by OHP.
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Providers click on the
credentialing tab to begin

This is OHP home page providers in Washington State and Oregon must access their PS application through this site.
Click on Credentialing tab and then the Getting Started Login.
The office mgr. or Credentialing mgr. use the single-sign on tab

On the OHP home page under the getting started tab and the very bottom of the page there is a record notifications
section. Providers can click on the online health plan notification form to alert certain carriers of their application. See
next slide

Provider needs to
complete the form make
sure every red asterisk
has an answer. See next
slide for remainder of
form
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Plan Notification Form cont.

These are the health plans that
the provider can send
notification of his completed
app. If there is a group not listed
here, then provider will need to
contact them directly.



Under OHP home page the Videos & Guides, there is a section labeled Application Data Entry Provided by
Medversant. See below screen shot.

This section is used when
the provider wants us to
data enter the PS
application for them.
They complete a paper
version and send to us
and we will data enter in
for them.



Changes Made



Changes Coming


Mass Document upload
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Questions?



Thank you!!!
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